I feel definitely something coming. I feel that today, Friday, the last Friday of Ramadan is going to bring a very difficult time especially in the south. When you put together the fact that the Arabs in the Gaza strip are going to probably riot today and you add to it a horrific and quite enormous parade that is scheduled in Tel Aviv, known as the capital city of all the most decadent ways of life, then you have a time bomb that is set to go off very soon. The Chutzpah of these parading twisted individuals that are in the land of Kodesh, purposely flaunting the anti-Torah way of life, will alone bring devastation in the quite near future.

According to expectations by the Israeli media there should be more than 200,000 paraders that are in a most sadistic way laughing at The Hakol Yachol and flaunting their Aveiros for the whole world to view. The fact that they have no fear of The One that created heaven and earth, and even created these evil people, prevent them from realizing that they are playing with fire and the fire will destroy them. The world as a whole has accepted this evil way of life as a right of every person to go against the inborn nature of humanity and try to turn it into a twisted reality.

We know from the Seforim that at the end of time just before Moshiach is revealed nature will change. Weather patterns that we were used to will become dangerous and what was once summer will become a mixture of all kinds of weather changes that will cause much damage to the world and its inhabitants. The natural disasters are many, many times more than they have ever been. The weather has been erratic in many, many places in the world in the form of terrible floods, drought, things like snow in the desert and the melting of the north and south poles. The earth itself is heating up from within and the ocean waters are spewing their dead fish by the millions on shores all over the world. And even the animals are going against nature by mating with animals not of their own species which has been found to have happened in many places.

There is much more that I can say but when you see decadents ruling and very soon you will feel big shortages of food because of the unusual weather and because of the earthquakes that are every week become more and more, because of the droughts and the floods etc. which make many crops almost impossible to grow. We will very soon be in a most difficult time where money and food and drinking water will be scarce. Only a Ness will save us. The peoples of the earth cannot engage in such evil ways and still think that Hashem will let them survive. Again, I beg my fellow Jews, do Teshuva. Leave the ways of Sedom and Ammorah, leave the ways of Dor Hamabul and come back to Hakadosh Boruch Hu complete and whole so that you may still gain Netzach.

Remember, the Satan was created by Hakadosh Boruch Hu to entice man to go against the Truth and thereby separating, making a huge Birur, selection that will in the near future show who will survive for eternity and who will disappear Hashem Yishmor, for eternity. It is no joke! Choose now before it is too late. I Bentch every one with a good and peaceful Shabbos.